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Abstract

This paper examines Kuria praise poetry from a prosodic point of view. It argues that though the poem is delivered at great speed, it follows well laid out rhythmic patterns. Further, it claims that the poem is fundamentally a syllabic verse, that is, a verse in which syllable count is the main organizational strategy. The main finding is that the poem under analysis is octosyllabic (i.e. has eight syllable lines). The study shows that phonology and prosody play a role in the production of eight syllable lines. Since poetry uses language as its building blocks, the study looks at some compulsory phonological rules of the Kuria language which apply to the poem. These are followed by the application of optional prosodic rules. The selective application of the prosodic rules creates a poetic system from ordinary language.
1.0 Introduction

Kuria is a language that is spoken in Kenya and Tanzania. It has about 500,000 speakers (Cammenga 2004). It has a rich culture of poetry, that is, praise poems, love poems, dirges etc. This paper focuses on praise poetry. Traditionally, the Kuria praise poem is delivered at great speed. This mode of delivery makes one wonder what kind of organization the poet uses in the poem.

In this paper I describe the rhythmic structure of a Kuria poem while being guided by the prosodic theory. I pursue the claim that the poem analyzed here is fundamentally a syllabic verse, that is, a verse which the meter measures the total number of syllables in a line.

Prosody refers to the analysis of the technical elements of poetry. The history of European verse has shown us three distinct systems of prosody (Bridges 1927): the quantitative system, the syllabic system, and the stress system. This paper employs the following principles of the syllabic verse:

(a) There must be a certain number of syllables in a line of verse.
(b) Any extra syllables must be accounted for by elision, deletion etc.
(c) Any syllable may be long or short.

This paper is organized into five sections, as follows: First is an introduction, then a presentation of the data in section two. This is followed by the third section which discusses aspects of Kuria phonology that are relevant to the poem. The rules cited in this section are obligatory in the language. The fourth section looks at how the poem
is organized into lines. This section has optional rules. Finally, there are concluding remarks.

2.0 Data

Below is the poem that forms the basis of this analysis. It is written in Kuria orthography. The poem “as performed”, showing syllable divisions, can be seen in Appendix 2.

A Kuria Praise Poem

1. Nigure nuni ogokeerya
   Hayo wansere kong'aina
   Keuni nendagokeeri
   Nenkanyora nkenyingeno

5. Abamura mbaane ba Mungo
   Abamura mbaane bairyoba
   Keuni ngokeererryande
   Uni ngacha gusumacha
   Nena abamura amaganda

10. Okoba hare nemeyeye
    Waito karibo Masaba
    Hare gegateye eganda
    Egende geraya Ntimaro
    Egende geraya Mogori

15. Tamanyambe obotereba
    Enchera ya kuya Ntimaro
    Gokerambo wabo Chacha
    Mwiro o bahiri Sererya
    Egesaku kebo Mogongo

20. Uni nkomokombokande
    Omonto oyo nembane sana
    Tamanyambe gose kweri
    Gabaremere¹ Churyasi
Churyasi Magic o Chacha

25. Uni ngokeererryande
   Iriina ree hata Gisumo
   Gisumo ke nyamanyoori
   Nigo bogokya kinyoorya
   Hano getanyoori inkyo

30. Keranyoorya omogoroba
    Omotema ere ba waito
    Tamanyambe obotereba
    Nakahikire kobaru
    Nakarumere ndaikenda

35. Nena abamura amaganda
    Tamanyambe gose kweri
    Wandorra bayibirenge
    Okoorre buya kongoora
    Keuni nendagotooni

40. Omogetang’osa nyatani
    Waisa agetoorre enati
    Ekanga gotara ronde
    Nuni Tauti wa Chacha
    Omonto ono atagukuura

45. Egesaku ke wabo Choni
    Uni nigo nkobatebya
    Egesaku kebo Mobenda
    Otamobendere taya ogwe
    Omonto wegesaku geito

50. Umugibinyoorya iching’omb
    Egesaku kebo Gentaro
    Waisa asingirwe na kenda
    Owa ikumi numusubati
    Uni ngokeererryande

55. Abamura mbaane ba Mungo
    Kana keuni nembaane
    Nkomokeeryande
Translation

1. I have heard it is me you are greeting (praising)
   So I have started to ‘flatter’
   I will also greet (praise) you
   Even if it is at this time

5. My comrades of God
   My comrades of the sun
   I am also sending greetings.
   Once I talked (gave praises)
   With a handful of young men

10. In fact where I live
    Our home is near Masaba
    Where they made turns
    Others going to Ntimaru
    Others going to Migori

15. So know that with driving
    The way to Ntimaru
    At the emaciated one at Chacha’s home
    A person from the Sererya subclan
    The family of Mogongo

20. I am remembering him
    That person is a dear friend
    Surely, do know that
    Adversity has befallen Julius
    Julius Magige son of Chacha

25. I am passing my greetings (praises)
    His name even in Kisumu
Kisumu where they get them
It gets them at dawn
If it does not get in the morning

30. It then gets in the evening
The player of that which is ours
Do know about driving
I used to reach where there were crowds
I used to bellow (praise) forcefully

35. With a handful of young men
Surely, do know that
The nasty one became feet (died)
You have done well to praise me
I will also praise you

40. One from the Getang'osa circumcision group
One who fixed a bolt
And it never moved
I am David son of Chacha
A person who does not cry

45. From the same family as John
This is what I am telling you
From the same family as Mobenda
If you do not like him go and ‘fall’
A person from our family

50. One from the Gibinyoria circumcision group who get cattle.
From the same family as Gentaro
A person who was partnered in dance with nine
The tenth one was a married woman
I am passing my greetings (praises)

55. My comrades of God
Even me he is my comrade
I am greeting (praising) him
A person of Abakarang’ombe subclan
Keepers of cattle in cowsheds
(While) others spread leather strips
Let me be brief
Shake so that we hear.

The data was collected in 1995 during a wedding ceremony. It consists of a praise poem with accompanying music from a fiddle and lyre. The praise poem lasts about two and a half minutes when played. The original recording was on audio cassette tape. This was digitized and a compact disc recording made at normal speed and at half speed. The half speed disc made it easier to get all the words and syllables of the poem while the normal speed disc was used to guard against any distortion that could arise from the former. It was therefore possible to listen to small chunks of the poem to determine how the syllables of the poem were arranged.

3.0 Kuria Phonology
This section identifies consonants, vowels, and types of syllables found in the language. It also looks at the issue of vowel length. These factors are important in analyzing the internal structure of lines in poetry.

3.1 Consonants
The consonant segments of the Kuria sound system are set out in the table below. They are adapted from Cammenga (1994) with slight modifications.
Among these consonant phonemes, [w] and [j] are positional variants of /u/ and /i/ respectively. The two sets of sounds are in complementary distribution; glides occurring before vowels and the high vowels occurring before consonants or at the end of words; for example:

(1) /(o)yokeeria/ → [(o)yokéérjá] ‘to greet’ (line 1)  
/okeeeri/ → [okeeri] ‘(you) greet’  
/tuiyue/ → [twiiywe] ‘we hear’ (line 22)  
/tuiyure/ → [twiïyure] ‘we have heard’

Also, the voiced stops [b], [d], and [g] only occur
as allophones of the voiced continuants /β/, /r/, and /γ/ respectively, when these are preceded by a nasal (Cammenga 1994). Thus, [b, d, g] and [β, r, γ] are in complementary distribution.

(2) /Nβaane/ → [mbaan’] ‘my comrade’ (line 5, 6, 55)
/NraikeNra/ → [ndaikéénda] ‘I do forcefully’ (line 34)
/ekaNya/ → [ekáánga] ‘it did not’ (line 42)

The prenasalized stops included in Table 1 above are made up of a nasal-obstruent sequence. In this paper, it is assumed that such a sequence constitutes a single prenasalized consonant.

(3) /kokeraNbo/ → [yo.ké.ráá.mbó] ‘at the small dam’ (line 17)
/NkokeereriaNre/ → [n-go.kéé.re.rjá.nde] ‘I am sending greetings’ (line 7, 25, 54)
/eNtséra/ → [ee.nt’pé. ra] ‘way’ (line 16)
/iNkio/ → [iiŋkjo] ‘morning’ (line 29)

3.2 Vowels and Diphthongs
There are fourteen vowels in Kuria with seven contrasting qualities occurring in long and short pairs.

Table 2: Short Vowels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>front unrounded</th>
<th>central</th>
<th>back rounded</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>i</td>
<td></td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mid</td>
<td>e</td>
<td></td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mid</td>
<td>e</td>
<td></td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
<td>a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: Long Vowels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>front</th>
<th>central</th>
<th>back</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>ii</td>
<td></td>
<td>uu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mid</td>
<td>ee</td>
<td></td>
<td>oo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mid</td>
<td>ee</td>
<td></td>
<td>oo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
<td></td>
<td>aa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Diphthongs are rare in this language (Cammenga 1994). So far, only two diphthongs have been identified in the data. These are /ai/ and /ei/ as in these examples:

(4) /ai/ [ndaikéëdə] ‘I do forcefully’ (line 34)
/ei/ [yeito] ‘our’ (line 49)

There is a possibility that /eu/ and /au/ could also be diphthongs but the fact that the performer puts the vowels in two separate syllables makes me not consider them as diphthongs. Examples from the poem with this type of vowel sequence are as follows.

(5) [keuni] ‘even me’ (line 3, 7, 39, 56)
 [taúti] ‘David’ (line 43)

3.3 Vowel Length

Long vowels can be either phonemic or derived.

3.3.1 Phonemic Vowel Length

The phonemic status of vowel length is seen in the minimal pair below. I will mark tones throughout the paper as follows: unmarked (e.g. a) for low tone and acute accent (e.g. á) for high tone.
Vowels that are underlyingly long are limited to the penultimate position of the word. Long vowels in other positions can be shown to be derived.

3.3.2 Derived Vowel Length

Another way by which vowel length arises in Kuria is by compensatory lengthening. In such cases vowels are predictably long in the following two environments: (a) before prenasalized stops; (b) after glide formation has occurred.

3.3.2.1 Vowel lengthening before prenasalized stops

In many Bantu languages, vowels are lengthened if they occur before prenasalized stops. Such lengthening is found in Kihehe (Odden & Odden 1999), Kikuria (Cammenga 1994), Luganda (Clements 1986), and Kinyarwanda (Kimenyi 1979) among other languages. This can be formulated as:

(7) Phonological Rule 1

\[
V \rightarrow [+\text{long}] / _\text{NC}
\]

This is illustrated by examples from our database shown in (8).

(8) Underlying | Surface | Gloss
---|---|---
/neNkaŋora/ | nééŋkaŋóra | ‘even if’ (line 4)
/niNyeno/ | niingéno | ‘at this time’ (line 4)
/ekaNya/ | ekáänga | ‘it did not’ (line 42)
/omoNto/ | moontó | ‘person’ (line 44, 49)
3.3.2.2 Glide Formation

Kuria has many vowel sequences in underlying form but these are never realized on the surface except for /ai/ (Cammenga 1994) and /ei/. Most underlying vowel sequences are resolved by a process of glide formation. For example, the vowel /i/ changes to the glide /j/ if it is followed by another vowel but does not change if it is followed by a consonant.

Here are some cases where /i/ realized as /j/ in the data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Underlying</th>
<th>Surface</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/okokeeria/</td>
<td>[oyokéérjá]</td>
<td>‘to greet’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/birioβa/</td>
<td>[bírjóóβa]</td>
<td>‘of the sun’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/sereria/</td>
<td>[sérérjá]</td>
<td>‘Sererya’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/kiŋooria/</td>
<td>[kiŋóórjá]</td>
<td>‘it gets’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/iNkio/</td>
<td>[iŋkJio]</td>
<td>‘morning’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/keranoria/</td>
<td>[keranóórjá]</td>
<td>‘it then gets’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/Nkoβateβia/</td>
<td>[ŋkoβáteβjá]</td>
<td>‘I tell you’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/iβiraario/</td>
<td>[iβiraarjó]</td>
<td>‘cowsheds’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Glide formation normally triggers compensatory lengthening of the following vowel. The first vowel in the sequence changes into a glide and the second vowel, which is underlyingly short, consequently lengthens. This is a common occurrence among Bantu languages with a vowel length contrast (Odden & Odden 1999).

In the examples that follow, the first vowel in the diphthong, /u/, also changes into a glide /w/ when it is followed by another vowel. The phonemes /w/ and /u/ share the features [+ high] and [+ round]. It is therefore easy for /u/ to change to the said glide.

There are examples in the data where the vowel /u/
changes to the glide /w/.

(11) a. /asiNγirue/ $\rightarrow$ /asiǐŋgiɾwe/ $\rightarrow$ "s/he was partenered with in a dance" (line 52)
   b. /umuiro/ $\rightarrow$ /mwiɾo/ $\rightarrow$ [mwiɾo] 'person' (line 18, 58)
   c. /tuiɾue/ $\rightarrow$ /twiɾwe/ $\rightarrow$ [twiɾwe] 'we hear' (line 62)

From the examples given in (10) and (11), a glide formation rule can be given as follows:

(12) Phonological Rule 2: Glide Formation Rule

A high vowel followed by another vowel is realized as a non-syllabic glide.

\[
[-\text{syllabic}] \rightarrow [-\text{syllabic}] [+\text{long}]
\]

Though it has been stated above that glide formation is accompanied by compensatory lengthening, it is not always the case. There are two instances where lengthening does not take place after glide formation: (i) word finally, (ii) if the glide is followed by two other vowels. Below, we look at glide-vowel sequences in word-final position.

(13) /okokeeria/ $\rightarrow$ /ογοκεeria/ $\rightarrow$ [ογοκεerja] (*[ογοκεerjaa])

There are also short vowels after a glide if the following segment is a vowel, for example:
The glide formation in example (14) can be interpreted as a conspiracy by the phonology to eliminate an onsetless syllable; and the vowel raising rule therein can be stated as:

(15) Phonological Rule 3: Vowel Raising Rule
A mid vowel becomes high before a non-high vowel.

The example in (15) illustrates the raising of /o/ to /u/ before glide formation. This is a case of neutralization because it is not possible to distinguish between a phoneme /o/ and another phoneme /u/ since both have the same phonetic realization, /w/, after /o/ has been raised.

3.4 Syllable Structure
Syllables are an important unit in the organization of the lines of the poem. It will be necessary to know what constitutes a syllable when counting the number of syllables in a line in section 4. The onset-rime model of syllable analysis is used to identify the syllables in Kuria. It recognizes the following syllable structure:
This structure represents a syllable with a branching onset and a non-branching rime, where the rime dominates the nucleus which may branch. All the levels of the structure have potentially binary branching except the rime and terminal nodes.

A look at the data shows that Kuria uses only open syllables; the syllable nucleus never combines with a consonant in coda position. The following are the types of syllables found in the Kuria language: V, CV, VV, CVV, and CCV. This means that the Kuria syllable takes the form $C_v^2V_r^2$ where C denotes a consonant or glide.

The most common syllable in this language is the CV type. Examples of this type of syllable abound in the data.

(17) nigure [ni:yu.re] 'I have heard' (line 1)
hare [ha.re] 'where' (line 2)

The word hare can be represented with its syllable structure as follows:
Syllables with a prenasalized consonant fall into the CV type. These are usually made up of a nasal-obstruent-vowel. Here are examples:

(19) wansere [waa.nsé.ré] 'I have started' (line 2)
Ntimaro [nti.má.ro] 'name of a place' (line 16)

Another syllable found in this language is the V-type. According to the data, the onsetless syllable is allowed mostly at the beginning of words. It is exemplified in (21):

(20) uni [u.ni] 'I' (line 8, 20, 25, 46, 54)
okoβa [o.ko.βá] 'In fact' (line 10)
A single vowel syllable is shown with a non-branching structure.

(21) \[
\begin{array}{c}
\sigma \\
\mid
\mid
R \\
\mid
Ons \\
\mid
\mid
Nuc \\
\mid
x \\
\mid
u . n i “I”
\end{array}
\]

The CVV syllable in Kuria is made up a consonant followed by a diphthong or long vowel. The following are examples:

(22) kong’aina \([\text{ko.nai}.\text{na}]\) “to flatter” (line 2)
ndaikenda \([\text{nda이.Keithnda}]\) “I do forcefully” (line 34)

This can be represented as follows:

(23) \[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\sigma & \sigma & \sigma \\
\mid & \mid & \mid \\
Ons & Ons & Ons \\
\mid & \mid & \mid \\
R & R & R \\
\mid & \mid & \mid \\
\mid & \mid & \mid \\
Nuc & Nuc & Nuc \\
\mid & \mid & \mid \\
x & x & x \\
\mid & \mid & \mid \\
x & x & x \\
\mid & \mid & \mid \\
x & x & x \\
k o . \eta a i . n a “to flatter”
\end{array}
\]

The other syllable type in Kuria is CCV. There is only one example of such a syllable in the data.
This word can be represented on the syllable structure as follows:

Example (24, 25) above also exemplifies the VV syllable type. This occurs as a result of the lengthening of a vowel in word initial position before a prenasalized stop.

3.5 Tone

Tone in Kuria is not lexically distinctive. Like most other Bantu languages, Kuria has two level tones: high (H) and low (L), which are assumed underlyingly (Cammenga 1994), to which may be added a rising tone (Whiteley 1955). Each vowel is marked with tone, either high or low as in these examples:

(26) a. [tumá] 'sew'
    [uryutúma] 'to sew'

    b. [torá] 'pierce earlobes'
    [oyotóra] 'to pierce earlobes'

The rising tone has a sequence of LH within the same
syllable. This is one tone, with the two extreme ends marked to yield a rising contour. Here is an example:

(27) [okoŋainá] ‘to flatter’

I proceed under the assumption that the rising tone is an allotone of the high tone. The two are in complementary distribution; the rising tone occurring in a diphthong while the high tone occurs elsewhere. Though tone is mentioned here it has no direct bearing on line scansion.

4.0 Organization of the Poem
Poetic rhythms are usually highly organized. Some of their organizational units are stanzas, lines, feet, and syllables. In this section I examine these units and show how they are used in organizing the poem.

4.1 Lines in the Poem
In this poem the poet chants the words of the poem in recitative fashion. This makes the poem distinctive in its prosody and marks it off from common speech. Singing and chanting seem to be the most natural ways of delivering metrical poetry in Kuria. The declamation is spontaneous and the poet improvises the words as he goes along. Moreover there is a fiddle and percussion player who is laying down the rhythm in 12/8 time by striking a note or short tune on the fiddle and pacing the poet with the rattles.

Careful attention to the declamation shows that the poet divides the poem into phrases or clauses which are delivered in one breath. This is done in what is felt to be equal intervals of time. It is this mode of delivery which justifies the division of the poem into lines. The lines in
this poem form some kind of breath group with the last or eighth syllable performed on a low tone and leading to a pause at the end of each line. The generally low last syllable is an anticipation of the end of a unit of measure while the pauses at the end of each group of words act as an indicator of line division.

It is therefore clear that this poem has lines. Lines are the main organizational units of rhythm in this poem. They are formed by words, and words are made up of syllables. Computation of line-length is the first step in scansion. My claim is that this poem is made up of eight syllable lines.

A syllable count conducted in all the 62 lines yielded the following measures:

(28) Lines with 5 syllables = 1
    Lines with 7 syllables = 4
    Lines with 8 syllables = 56
    Lines with 9 syllables = 1

    Total = 62

This shows that majority of lines in the poem have eight syllables. The regularity or near regularity that we see in the poem suggests that this is a syllabic verse; it is measured according to the number of syllables per line.

The claim that this poem is made up of eight syllable lines is not obvious. To show this, we need to know how to count syllables. For such regularity to occur in meter, some adjustments must be made. There are devices which have been used by poets consciously or unconsciously to
bring symmetry to poetic forms. These devices change the length of the lines in a number of ways without affecting their internal metrical structure. In this poem, phonological devices such as initial vowel elision, vowel deletion, and vowel degemination are employed to ensure numerical uniformity of the syllables in the lines and to maintain rhythm. These processes occur mostly due to the prosodic nature of the poem.

4.1.1 Prosodic Rules
These are rules that apply on the regular phonological system of language modifying it for poetic use (Kiparsky 1977). They specify poetic language as a derivative of the system of ordinary language. The principal ways of modification are disregarding certain phonological rules and the addition of others. Prosodic rules are usually optional. Since prosodic rules have a form and content like that of ordinary phonological rules, I will state them in the format of ordinary phonological rules.

4.1.1.1 Initial Vowel Elision
Elision is the adjustment of syllable count by omission. The elision encountered in this data affects mostly vowels and is known as Initial Vowel Elision. This is the elision of the pre-prefix in a noun. A noun in Kuria canonically consists of a pre-prefix or augment, class prefix, and a noun stem. The pre-prefix vowel is always a copy of the class prefix vowel /$V_1 - CV_1$/. Here is an example:

(29) Noun Class 3: o mo te "tree"
pre-prefix class prefix noun stem

The Kuria noun classes showing pre-prefixes and class prefixes can be found in Appendix 1.
The pre-prefix is the initial vowel in nouns. Initial Vowel Deletion is represented by the following rule:

(30) Prosodic Rule 1
\[ V \rightarrow \emptyset / [S \ [\text{NOUN} \_]\] \]

This rule deletes the initial vowel in nouns when they are in sentence initial position as the list in (31) shows:

(31) /aβamura/ → [βamura] ‘youth, young men’ (line 6, 55)
/eyeNre/ → [yeénde] ‘others (cl 4)’ (line 13, 14)
/aβaNre/ → [βánde] ‘others (cl 2)’ (line 60)
/eyesaku/ → [yesáku] ‘family’ (line 19, 45, 47, 51)
/omoNto/ → [móóntó] ‘person’ (line 21, 44)
/iriina/ → [riína] ‘name’ (line 26)
/omoyetaŋosa/ → [moyetaŋósa] ‘one from Getang’osa circumcision group’ (line 40)
/umuyiŋjoría/ → [muyiŋjórja] ‘one from Gibinyorya circumcision group’ (line 50)
/owai kem/ → [waikúmi] ‘the tenth one’ (line 53)
/aβakara/ → [βakárá] ‘name of clan’ (line 59)
/umuiro/ → [mwíro] ‘person’ (line 18, 58)

I submit that the initial vowel elision is a prosodic rule. This is because in non-poetic speech the elision mentioned above will not occur.

Where a noun has a pre-prefix and a class prefix, the preprefix is easier to delete because words are still recognizable without it. Here is a line with 9 syllables if the Initial Vowel Deletion rule is not applied but 8 if it is applied.

(32) [e - ye - sa - ku ke - bο mo - γο - ηγο] 9 syllables
The elision of the initial vowel is an optional rule; that is why in some cases the preprefix was not deleted as shown here:

(33) a. [eentʃéra] 'way, road' (line 16)
   b. [omotémeraša] 'he who plays that which is for' (line 31)

The word in (33)a has a preprefix but no class prefix (cl. 9). With the class prefix already missing, to delete the preprefix would render the word unrecognizable. In (33)b, the preprefix is retained so that the syllables in the lines do not fall short of the required number. In the following example, the sentence has 8 syllables but if Initial Vowel Deletion took place, the syllables could have been reduced to 7.

(34) [ee - ntʃe - raa ku - ja nti - ma - ro] (8 syllables)
    [Ø - ntʃe - raa ku - ja nti - ma - ro] (7 syllables)
   "The way to Ntimaro" (line 16)

4.1.1.2 Vowel Deletion
It is often noted that languages disfavor adjacent vowels in separate syllables, a structure commonly known as hiatus, and shown as /...V1V2.../. Languages have different repair mechanisms for hiatus resolution. In this poem, vowel deletion and vowel degemination have been used to resolve the hiatus. These are some of the processes that the poet uses to reduce the number of syllables to what is required in a line.
When two vowels are in consecutive positions in different words, it can happen that it is the first vowel that is deleted. This is shown as:

(35) Prosodic Rule 2  
\[ V_1 \rightarrow \emptyset / \_ \# V_2 \]

This is poetic deletion; a device used by the poet to make the numerical intention clear. Here are some examples from the data. The vowel in bold in the underlying form is deleted in the surface form.

(36)  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Underlying Form</th>
<th>Surface Form</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. /Nuni oyokeeria/ → [nunóyókeerjá]</td>
<td>‘It is me you are greeting’ (line 1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. /mayíge o tfátťa/ → [mayíyotfáťa]</td>
<td>‘Magige son of Chacha’ (line 24)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. /keránooria omogorostå/ → [keránoórjómogorósťa]</td>
<td>‘It gets them in the evening’ (line 30)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. /tarnaNбе o soterestå/ → [tarna ámbóóstotéręśa]</td>
<td>‘So know that with driving’ (line 32)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. /umuyibingga itśińombe/ → [muyíbíngjítśińombe]</td>
<td>‘One from Gibinyorya circumcision group who gets cattle’ (line 50)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. /ŋNбе iširario/ → [ŋombíbírájó]</td>
<td>‘cattle in cowsheds’ (line 59)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g. /omotamа ere ba/ → [omotémérebá]</td>
<td>‘The player of that which is ours’ (line 31)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to Casali (1997), elision of the first of two adjacent vowels \( V_1 \) is more common cross-linguistically, especially at the boundary between two lexical words. Two reasons can be advanced to explain why \( V_1 \) elision happened in this data. First, the preservation of word initial
materials is related to the crucial function initial segments play in speech processing. A word can be recognized after the initial segments are processed. The second, and this is relevant for example (36b) only, has to do with functional reasons. $V_2$ in example (36b) is made up of a one vowel functional word: *Magige o Chacha*. This word carries the information “son of”. If it is deleted, all segmental features of that morpheme will be lost and it will not be possible to recover its contents (Schuh 1995; Casali 1997).

Also there are instances where it is the second vowel that is deleted. This is represented by the rule:

(37) Prosodic Rule 3

$$V2 \rightarrow \emptyset / V1 \#_$$

This is poetic deletion; a device used by the poet to make the numerical intention clear. Here are some examples from the data. The vowel in bold in the underlying form is deleted in the surface form.

Here are examples:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Underlying Structure</th>
<th>Surface Structure</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. /N̥baanə aβə/ →</td>
<td>[mbaanə βa]</td>
<td>‘comrade of’ (line 5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. /N̥baanə aβə iriooβa/</td>
<td>→ [mbaanə bɪrjóʊba]</td>
<td>‘comrades of the sun’ (line 6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. /tauti owə tʃatʃa/</td>
<td>→ [təuti wa tʃatʃə]</td>
<td>‘David son of Chacha’ (line 43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. /N̥baanə aβə/ →</td>
<td>[mbaanə b̥ə]</td>
<td>‘comrades of’ (line 55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. /Nkore amareNye/ →</td>
<td>[nékorɛ mareɛnɛ]</td>
<td>‘Let me be brief’ (line 61)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In (38a-d), the context of the hiatus is made up of a lexical word followed by a function word. In these cases, there is more semantic content encoded in the lexical word and hence the non-elision of its segments. There are two lexical items in (38e). The second one has a preprefix but this is dropped in the surface form.

4.1.1.3 Vowel Degemination
When there are two vowels of the same type in adjacent positions, one of them is deleted, but as in (40) below, it is not possible to tell which has been deleted. The term vowel degemination has been used to account for such a process (Hasegawa 1979, Nespor 1987). Vowel degemination is a rule that deletes one of two identical adjacent vowels across two phonological words. It can be written as:

(39) Prosodic Rule 4
\[ V1\#V1 \rightarrow V1 \]

Below are examples from our data.

(40) Underlying Structure Surface Structure Gloss
   a. /yeya teie eyaNra/ \[\text{[yeyatéjéyaanda]}\] ‘they made turns’ (line 12)
   b. /miuro o bahiri/ \[\text{[mwíiro bahiri]}\] ‘a person of the subclan’ (line 18)
   c. /nena aβamura/ \[\text{[néaβamúra]}\] ‘with young men’ (line 35)
   d. /aβamura amayaNra/ \[\text{[βamúramyáándá]}\] ‘a handful of young men’ (line 35)
   e. /oaisa ayetore/ \[\text{[waisayétóré]}\] ‘one who fixed/put it’ (line 41)
   f. /oaisa aSiNyirue/ \[\text{[waisasiíngirvé]}\] ‘a person who was partnered with in dance’ (line 52)
One example will suffice to show that the lines are irregular before deletion but regular (i.e. eight syllables) after deletion.

(41) [ne – na a – βa – mu – ra a – ma – γa – nda] 10 syllables
    “With a handful of young men” (line 35)

4.1.1.4 Prefix Allomorphy
This is a process by which the poet intentionally substitutes one grammatical variant with another one. Poetic grammar is superimposed on the grammar of the language. The process increases the number of syllables in a line. Only two cases are noted in the data.

(42) **Expected Form**                  **Surface Form**                  **Gloss**
    a. [tiya ṅkore]                   [tiya nekore]            ‘Let me do’ (line 61)
    b. [hare nmemeneje]              [hare nmemeneje]        ‘Where I live’ (line 10)

This is an example of formulaic patterns that performers employ in poetry. I submit that nekore and nmemeneje are poetic lexicon since they are found in this form only in poetry. The phrase *tiya nekore marenge* is commonly used by Kuria poets to signal the end of the poem.
For the purpose of this analysis, I hold that the first person singular morpheme has three allomorphs: an archaic variant \{ne-\} which is listed and is available for the composition of poetry, \{ne-\} and \{N-\} in prose. This allomorphy may be accounted for by (43).

(43) allomorphy: first person singular

\[
\begin{align*}
1\text{st Person Singular} & \quad \{\text{ne- in poetry (optional)}\} \\
& \quad \{\text{ne- / alveolar nasal}\} \\
& \quad \{\text{N- / elsewhere}\}
\end{align*}
\]

The allomorph /N-/ is subject to applicable nasal rules. It regularly assimilates to the following consonant and may surface as [m], [n], or [ŋ] (see 42a, b). While there are many instances where \{N-\} has been used in the data, only one instance is noted where \{ne-\} is used in a regular way.

(44) ne- na

I - with

‘(I) with’

(line 9)

As shown in (42), the poet sometimes uses the marked form \{ne-\} instead of the unmarked form \{N-\}. This is an unnatural process since similar words in the language do not undergo this process, for example:

(45) /Nkeñere/ → [ŋkeñeré]

*[neñeñere]

‘I have run’

/NkomokoNñokaNre/ → [ŋkómokóómbókaandé]

*[nekomokoombokaande]

‘I am remembering him’ (line 20)
This shows that this is not phonology. I propose that this is a lexical convention similar to the Kiparskian prosodic rules. Like other prosodic rules, the rule described above is optional. Below is the line in which substitution of allomorphs was used and another one which shows the line without application of the process.

(46) [ti-γa ne-ko-re ma-γε-ηγε] 8 syllables
[ti-γa 0-ηko-re ma-γε-ηγε] 7 syllables
‘Let me be brief’ (line 61)

The next example happens to be the only line in the poem with nine syllables.

(47) [o-ko-βa ha-re ne-me-ne-je] 9 syllables
‘In fact where I live’ (line 10)

It is evident that the motivation of using allomorphy alternation in (48) is other than to bring the number of syllables in the line to eight. The poet is more concerned in this line with poetic formula (nemeneje) than the number of syllables.

4.1.1.5 Consonant Elision
Consonants can also be elided, so that syllables on either side are fused. This is shown by the optional rule below:

(48) Prosodic Rule 5
C → Ø / V1 – V1
There is only one example of this type of process in the data. This is illustrated in (49).

49) [ee.nt\j\e.\ra(j)a ku.ja nti.maro]
   ‘On the way to Ntimaro’  (line 16)

In the line above, the glide j is elided thereby making the preceding syllable -ra to join the vowel left behind after the elision to form one syllable /raa/. The result reduces the number of syllables in the line from nine to eight.

4.1.1.6 Multiple Processes
In some lines, two or more prosodic rules apply. In the lines given below, initial vowel elision (IVE), vowel degemination (VD), vowel deletion (VD) and prefix allomorphy (PA) are used to bring them to eight syllables. Here are examples:

(50) a. [a - \b\a - mu - ra mbaa - ne a - \b\a Muu - \n\go] 10 syllables
    [\O - \b\a - mu - ra mbaa - ne \O - \b\a Muu - \n\go]
    IVE VD 8 syllables
    ‘My comrades of God’  (line 5)

b. [o - moo - nto o - jo ne - mbaa - ne saa - na] 10 syllables
    [\O - moo - nto \O - jo ne - mbaa - ne saa - na]
    IVE VG 8 syllables
    ‘That person is a dear friend’  (line 21)

c. [o - ta - mo - \b\v\a - nde - re ta - ja o - \y\we] 10 syllables
    [\O - ta - mo - \b\v\a - nde - re ta - ja \O - \y\we]
    IVE VD 8 syllables
    ‘If you do not like him, go and “fall”’  (line 48)
In example (50d) the application is stylistic because the line already had eight syllables but since the poet has to use the formulaic phrase nekore marage to signal the end of the poem, he substitutes {N-} with {ne-} but has to reduce the number of syllables by initial vowel elision.

Having determined the length of the normal line, I proceed to determine whether lines form stanzas in this poem.

4.2 Stanza
The poet delivers the whole poem from beginning to end without any structural indications of where the stanzas start or end. In other poems like Swahili classical poetry, this could be indicated by the poet slowing down on the last line of the stanza, but this does not happen in this poem. Also, there are no rhyme schemes which act as a guide to the stanzas. These are indications that as a structural unit this poem does not have stanzas.

Semantic indicators like change of theme can also be used to divide the poem into stanzas. I looked at the poem using this criterion and there were no clear divisions which delineate stanzas. This confirms that there are no stanzas in the poem.

6.0 Conclusion
This paper has looked at Kuria praise poetry from a prosodic point of view. It has established that despite the fact that the poet performs at high speed and produces the
words of the poem spontaneously, he does indeed employ specific rhythmic patterns. The study has found that fundamentally, the poem has eight syllable lines. Since most praise poems are recited in similar fashion, I take this to be the stereotype organization of the Kuria praise poem. It has also been shown that both phonology and prosody play a role in the production of the eight syllable lines. Compulsory phonological rules must apply before optional prosodic rules. The two however contribute in determining the length of the lines in poetry.

Endnotes

1 The translation of this line is problematic. It is not clear what ‘gabaremere’ means in this context. The translation is therefore an approximation of what I think it refers to.

2 Compare:
   /NraikeNra/ → [ndaikéénda] ‘I do forcefully’
   /oraikeNra/ → [oraikéénda] ‘You do forcefully’
   /araikeNra/ → [araikéénda] ‘S/he does forcefully’

3 PP = personal pronoun; Ass ‘a’ = Associative ‘a’; PPRoot = personal pronoun root

4 The line is an important unit in the construction of praise poems. Apart from being a grammatical and semantic unit, it is a rhythmic unit of utterance.

A Glossary of Terms Used

affricate – is a consonant sound that begins with a complete obstruction of the breath stream and concludes with an incomplete closure and a sound of friction.

allomorph – a unit of meaning that can vary in sound, that is, phonologically without changing meaning.

allophone – is a phonetic variant of a phoneme in a particular
language.

*alveolar* – a consonant that is produced with the tongue against the alveolar ridge.

*bilabial* – a consonant produced by both lips.

*diphthong* – a vowel combination involving a quick smooth movement from one vowel to another, but forming a single vowel sound.

*elision* – is the deletion or omission of one or more sounds (consonant, vowel, syllable) in a word or phrase.

*fricative* – is a consonant produced by forcing air through a narrow channel made by placing two articulators together.

*glide* – a sound that is halfway between a consonant and a vowel e.g. y or w.

*octosyllabic* – a poem having eight syllables in each line; also, a line of verse containing eight syllables.

*phoneme* – is the smallest contrastive unit in the sound system of a language.

*phonology* – is the study of how sounds are organized and used in natural languages.

*prenasalized consonant* – a sequence of a nasal plus plosive that form a single consonant e.g. the Swahili word kamba ‘rope’ has the phonemes k/a/mb/a. mb is a prenasalized consonant.

*trill* – a consonant sound produced by vibrations between the articulator and the place of articulation.

*velar* – a consonant produced with the back part of the tongue against the back part of the roof of the mouth (velum).
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Appendix 1: Kuria Noun Classes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Prefix (augmented)</th>
<th>Class prefix</th>
<th>Examples</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>o-</td>
<td>-mo-</td>
<td>omoontó</td>
<td>'person'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>a-</td>
<td>-βa-</td>
<td>abantó</td>
<td>'people'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>o-</td>
<td>-mo-</td>
<td>omoté</td>
<td>'tree'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>e-</td>
<td>-me-</td>
<td>emeté</td>
<td>'trees'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>i-</td>
<td>-ri-</td>
<td>iriýi</td>
<td>'egg'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>a-</td>
<td>-ma-</td>
<td>amayí</td>
<td>'eggs'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>e-</td>
<td>-ke-</td>
<td>yeentó</td>
<td>'thing'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>i-</td>
<td>-βíi-</td>
<td>íitiintó</td>
<td>'things'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>e-</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>ëbatá</td>
<td>'duck'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>i-</td>
<td>-tʃʃi-</td>
<td>tʃʃíbatá</td>
<td>'ducks'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>o-</td>
<td>-ro-</td>
<td>oʃʃáγɔ</td>
<td>'hedge'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>a-</td>
<td>-ka-</td>
<td>ayatsúβa</td>
<td>'small bottle'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>o-</td>
<td>-βo-</td>
<td>oʃʃokáánɔ</td>
<td>'sesame seed'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>o-</td>
<td>-ko-</td>
<td>oγosóma</td>
<td>'to read'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>a-</td>
<td>-ha-</td>
<td>Ahasé</td>
<td>'a place'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>ku-</td>
<td>γuusúkuúri</td>
<td>'in/at school'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Ø</td>
<td>mu-</td>
<td>Moonsé</td>
<td>'inside'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>i-</td>
<td>-hi-</td>
<td>ihiʃéγɔ</td>
<td>'small seeds'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>u-</td>
<td>-γu-</td>
<td>uyutʃúβa</td>
<td>'big bottle'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix 2: Performed Poem Showing Syllables and Tone (high tone in acute accent)
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